Scientific Editing Services

Publishing your manuscripts in peer-reviewed journals such as PLOS, Wiley, Elsevier, etc., may be a daunting task; however, with the help of Pubrica editing services, you not only improve the quality of work but also have a higher chance of publishing of your manuscript.

Scientific editing services at pubrica is a specific one. We go beyond language editing and delve deep into serious flaws such as inapt experimental design, lack of necessary replication, or inadequate statistical treatment. We help you submit a well-written and scientifically sound document.

Professional editing services

Multi-level editing

Pubrica has a "Three-tier" editor process. First, an SME vets the manuscript to check consistency, coherency, and comprehension; second, another SME takes a second pass to recast ambiguous writing from the manuscript. Finally, the manuscript has been assured by quality assurance team. Our native English editors from Australia, UK, Canada, and the US are cognizant of the problems that speakers with English as Second Language (ESL) have to deal with.

Acclaimed writers

PHD, MS, MSC, MPHARM, MD, and ME—these are some of the qualifications of our team members;
moreover, they average approximately 21 years of work experience. Quality at every stage of the manuscript is indeed a priority. Therefore, talk to us about your specific requirements.

Pubrica Offerings

Pubrica offers you complete publishing support across a variety of publications, journals, and books. You can now morph your concepts into incisive reports with our array of writing services: regulatory writing, Clinical Report Forms (CRF), biostatistics, manuscripts, business writing, physician reports, medical writing and more. Experts in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM), and pundits with therapeutic repertoire. Publishing that medical paper or getting a regulatory drug approval is now easy. Save time and money through Pubrica's support.